The Feminist Awakening in China
On the eve of International Women's Day in 2015, the Chinese government arrested five feminist activists and jailed them for thirty-seven days. The Feminist Five became a global cause célèbre. But the Five are only symbols of a much larger feminist movement of university students, labor activists, civil rights lawyers, and performance artists, prompting an unprecedented awakening among young Chinese women. Dr. Hong Fincher argues that the broad-based movement poses the greatest challenge to China's authoritarian state today. 
Public Sun
A. Laurie Palmer 's place-based work takes form as sculpture, public projects, and writing; she collaborates on strategic actions in the contexts of social and environmental justice. She currently researches the shapes and structures of underground oil shale formations and continues to develop work on the Lichen Museum, a massively distributed, inside-out institution that considers this slow, resistant, adaptive and collective organism as an anti-capitalist companion and climate change survivor.
February 20

Jerry Zee
Anthropology, UCSC
Continent in Dust: China in Aerosol Phases
This talk offers a political anthropology of strange weather. As Chinese deserts increasingly appear as latent dust storms, it tracks geo-meteorological phase shifts as they rework contemporary land and air into a substantial continuum. It tracks territorial governance as it shifts into experimental formations that draw into the choreographies of sand, wind, and dust that they seek to re-engineer.
February 27
Dee HibberT-Jones Art and Film, UCSC
Last Day of Freedom and Run With It
Professor Hibbert-Jones will discuss her Academy Award-nominated film Last Day of Freedom, a portrait of a man at the nexus of the most pressing issues of our dayveterans' care, mental health access, and criminal justice. Hibbert-Jones will also discuss her upcoming animated documentary Run With It, the story of Troy Davis, a black man accused of killing a white police officer in Savannah, Georgia. The center for cultural studies hosts a weekly Wednesday colloquium featuring work by faculty & visitors. The sessions consist of a 40-45 minute presentation followed by discussion. We gather at noon, with presentations beginning at 12:15 PM. Participants are encouraged to bring their own lunches; the Center provides coffee, tea, & cookies.
